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QUESTION: 57
In reviewing the customer’s IT organization, you must determine the corporate model
for IT funding. Which two models would you encounter in this scenario? (Choose
two.)
A. direct revenue model
B. cost center
C. profit center
D. investment center
Answer: B, C
QUESTION: 58
Which solution would ensure that voice traffic is treated with a higher priority than data
traffic throughout a network?
A. class of service
B. routing instance
C. 802.1Q VLAN tags
D. link aggregation
Answer: A
QUESTION: 59
What are three advantages of out-of-band (OoB) management over in-band
management? (Choose three.)
A. OoB allows the use of Telnet as a management protocol.
B. OoB provides increased network security.
C. OoB is more cost-effective when purchasing equipment.

D. OoB provides more reliable management access.
E. OoB frees up network bandwidth on campus switches.
Answer: B, D, E
QUESTION: 60
Which two industry standard automation platforms are used to provision Juniper data
center switches? (Choose two.)
A. Python
B. Chef
C. OpenView
D. Tivoli
Answer: A, B
QUESTION: 61
What would be a Juniper Networks best practice for a network management network?
A. Keep the out-of-band management network as flat and simple as possible.
B. Use spanning tree to prevent loops within the out-of-band management network.
C. Use in-band network management.
D. Have a multi-tier out-of-band management network.
Answer: D
QUESTION: 62
You are working with a customer who specializes in selling custom toy boxes in more
than 50 stores. The customer’s financial information must be kept secure.
Which security standard should you include in your design proposal?
A. user-based firewall
B. NAC
C. BYOD
D. PCI compliance

Answer: D
QUESTION: 63
A service provider has requested that you develop a design for a new network
deployment focused on a call center customer. What are two success criteria from the
stakeholder’s point of view with respect to this network deployment? (Choose two.)
A. easy deployment of the solution by the service provider
B. requirement for secure data transmissions
C. multicast stream replication must follow MSDP path
D. end user demand for low latency voice connections
Answer: B, D
QUESTION: 64
A regional retail store has requested a WAN upgrade proposal. You have been collecting
their requirements. Which three inputs would be included in your proposal? (Choose
three.)
A. in-store WiFi
B. existing network environment
C. level of virtualization
D. number of stores
E. budget
Answer: B, D, E
QUESTION: 65
Your customer is experiencing problems with session drops and high response time.
You are asked to provide redesign suggestions to minimize these problems. You
examine the applications that are supported by your customer’s network to try to
identify problem factors. Which two factors are important from an application-driven
network impact perspective? (Choose two.)
A. presence of elephant flows
B. IGP protocols in use
C. use of HTTPS protocols by the application
D. short timers

Answer: A, D
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